Doing Research on Class in Singapore

Associate Professor Tan Ern Ser, Department of Sociology and Academic Adviser, Social Lab, Institute of Policy Studies, National University of Singapore

Class has been said to be a key variable and by far the single most sociological of independent variables in sociology as a discipline. In this presentation, I will provide some context to the research on class in sociology and in Singapore before sharing some findings on class in Singapore. More specifically, I will address the following questions and findings:

1. Why study class?
2. What are the problems with capturing class?
3. What are the latest class models?
4. Some modest findings on class and social orientations from a 2011 Singapore survey, focusing on key topics like ingredients for success, social mobility, welfare provisions, and love, rather than filial piety, as a basis for intergenerational transfers.

Date: 11 November 2016, Friday
Time: 12nn - 1.30pm
Venue: Ventus Evans Room

Seminar chaired by
Dr Vincent Chua, Assistant Professor,
Department of Sociology, NUS

Register at https://goo.gl/forms/hK2wrYow6kLB4pLe2
by 10 November 2016.

All are welcome!
Light lunch will be provided.
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